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always remaining on the right wire. With the size of trolley
given, together with a well bonded track of known weight and
resistance, the problem resolves itself into one of feeder design.
Since the problem is necessarily treated differently for inter-
urban and urban roads the former will be first considered. The
minimum permissible voltage at the car under the worst condi-
tions must first be assumed. While this voltage drops at times
in interurban practice to 250 volts, a value of at least 350 volts
should be used. This allows 250 volts drop in the distribution
system under maximum traffic conditions. Reference to the
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fig. 33.—Continuous feeder distribution.
train schedule will determine this maximum condition which
usually involves two cars starting simultaneously and possibly
others operating on the same section. Assuming the simplest
form of distribution, Fig. 33, with the feeder paralleling the
trolley for the entire length of the section and tapping into it suffi-
ciently often so that they may be considered as one wire of large
section, the following solution may be outlined:
e = Permissible voltage drop.
I = One-half length of section in feet.
ja = Distance of car (A) in feet.
Z2 — Distance of two cars at (E) in feet.
1A = Current taken by one car at (A).
IB = Current taken by two cars at (B).
RT = Resistance per foot of track (two rails).
rft. — Combined resistance per foot of feeder and trolley.
r = Resistance of copper per mil. foot.
As in mechanics, the combined loads IA and IB) determined
from the current time curve, may be considered as acting through
the equivalent distance (lg) of the center of gravity of load from
the substation where
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